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From 3D-printed face masks and shields to virtual reality headsets mobile testing labs, here's how these Greater Washington universities have committed resources and research to addressing the ...
From VR to 3D, how D.C.-area universities found innovative solutions for pandemic challenges
"Chemical engineers are many times tasked with bringing to life something that is just an idea," Brandon Webster – a senior chemical engineer at Battelle, a global research and development firm – ...
What Chemical Engineers Do and How to Become One
Campuses overhaul courses, offer more tutoring to cut high failure rates. Nearly half of students fail or drop some classes.
California State University courses with high failure and withdrawal rates prompt calls for reform
Osaka City University creates a general quantum algorithm, executable on quantum computers, which calculates molecular energy differences without considering relevant total energies. As newly reported ...
New Quantum Algorithm Directly Calculates the Energy Difference of Atoms and Molecules
As newly reported by the journal Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, researchers from the Graduate School of Science at Osaka City University have developed a quantum algorithm that can understand ...
New Bayesian quantum algorithm directly calculates the energy difference of an atom and molecule
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY students are failing or withdrawing at high rates from many courses — including chemistry, calculus, English and U.S. history ...
Reforms sought for Cal State University courses plagued by failure, withdrawals
When a plant turns a splash of sunlight into a new leaf, that process is more complicated than the latest SpaceX launch, the stock market or brain surgery.That process, unfolding inside a molecule ...
U.S. Department of Energy funds center to build a foundation for quantum chemistry
The global renewable-energy storage company, Gelion, spun-out of the University of Sydney, has joined forces with Battery Energy Power Solutions to make and distribute the Gelion Endure zinc-bromide ...
University spin-out Gelion to make next-gen batteries in Sydney
Nernst (1864–1941), one of Germany's most important, productive and often controversial scientists, this 1999 book addresses a set of specific scientific problems that evolved at the intersection of ...
Walther Nernst and the Transition to Modern Physical Science
Of course, not all of us are going to work alongside robots any time soon. But there’s no doubt that automation technology, such as AI (Artificial Intelligence) and RPA (Robotic Process Automation), ...
Robots and cobots: friend or foe?
Researchers say zinc-ion chemistry promises large scale battery storage that is cheaper, safer, and more environmentally friendly than lithium-ion.
Researchers say new zinc-ion battery chemistry could be cheaper and safer
However, for Heritage Rail where many trains are coal powered, how can they decarbonise? A simple option would be to stop steam trains from operating, but this would remove the excitement of watching ...
Decarbonisation and Heritage Railways
Scientists have demonstrated a zinc-ion battery that overcomes many of the challenges for this technology. By working with a highly-concentrated salt solution as the electrolyte, the group was able to ...
Novel battery chemistry for zinc-ion batteries
North Carolina State University will lead a national research effort to reduce both dependence on mined phosphates and the amount of phosphorus that leaches into soil and water, the National Science ...
New NSF center will advance phosphorus sustainability
Battery technology is evolving fast, driven in the main by efforts to be able to charge an electric vehicle in something like the speed of a fossil fuel-powered auto.
Next-Gen batteries: Are we nearly there yet?
North Carolina State University will lead a national research effort to reduce both dependence on mined phosphates and the amount of phosphorus that leaches into soil and water, the National Science F ...
$25M grant fuels launch of new center at NCSU focusing on phosphates
MIT's Martin Luther King Jr. Visiting Professors and Scholars Program will host nine outstanding scholars in 2021-22: Kristin Dorsey, S. Craig Watkins, Omolola Eniola-Adefeso, Sonya Smith, Valencia ...
MIT welcomes nine MLK Visiting Professors and Scholars for 2021-22
In a preliminary study of COVID-19 patients with mild-to-moderate disease who were attempting to recover in their homes, researchers at Washington School of Medicine in St. Louis found last year that ...
Fluvoxamine, an antidepressant, could be an effective COVID-19 treatment
Florida Southern College (FSC) and Louisiana State University (LSU) have been awarded a collaborative grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) to conduct groundbreaking research on how climate ...
National Science Foundation Taps Florida Southern College And LSU To Research Climate Change Impact On Stone Crabs
The team at RMIT lab demonstrations show that 3D printed catalysts could potentially be used to power hypersonic flight while simultaneously cooling the system.
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